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tinyB Chocolate Introduces The Holiday Chocolate
Truffle Creation Kit
Make winter holiday-themed Brazilian brigadeiros at home with new kit
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tinyB Chocolate, the San Francisco-based chocolatier specializing in Brazilian brigadeiros,
will launch its Holiday Chocolate Truffle Creation Kits on Monday, November 28.. The kits
include everything chocolate lovers need to roll and decorate winter holiday-themed
brigadeiros at home. Brigadeiros, a creamy Brazilian relative of the chocolate truffle, are the
perfect conversation-starting treat for holiday parties. Instruction videos show you how to
roll a perfect brigadeiro, as well as how to create fun figures like snowmen, trees and
wreaths. Kits include: 3 different chocolate cream centers (Dark Chocolate, Vanilla and Red
Berries, and Orange Milk Chocolate); a jar of brigadeiro spread; and green, red, white and
brown sprinkles. Each kit produces 20-25 brigadeiros (enough for 4 people to enjoy) and will
be available at https://shop.tinybchocolate.com/collections/best-chocolate-making-kits
starting November 28.

“Our DIY kits get any holiday party started and they’re a great way for both kids and grownups to express their creativity and holiday cheer,” said tinyB Chocolate founder Renata
Stoica. “The dessert table is extra sweet when your kids know they had a hand in producing
it!”
tinyB Chocolates are made in San Francisco and gluten-free and preservative-free.
About tinyB Chocolate
San Francisco-based chocolatier tinyB Chocolate specializes in making brigadeiros,
extraordinary Brazilian truffles that are adored the world over. Family-owned and operated,
tinyB Chocolate makes its authentic brigadeiros fresh to order with founder Renata Stoica’s
family recipe. Renata’s recipe strikes a perfect balance—avoiding the bitterness of dark
chocolate or the sweetness of extra sugar. Perfect as gifts or wedding favors, tinyB
brigadeiros are handcrafted, beautifully packaged and delivered within two days anywhere in
the continental United States. tinyB Chocolate ranked #770 on Inc Magazine’s rankings of
the fastest growing companies in the United States in 2022. For more information, please
visit https://www.tinybchocolate.com/ and follow tinyB Chocolate on Instagram, Pinterest,
Facebook or Twitter @tinyBchocolate.
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